I. INTRODUCTION

B
ROADBAND RF systems have recently attracted a considerable interest in high-data-rate wireless communications and ultra-wideband (UWB) radar applications [1] , [2] . However, as their receiver module must acquire large portions of the electromagnetic spectrum, they can be easily desensitized by undesired out-of-system interferers that are colocated within their operational bandwidth. This is shown in Fig. 1 , which shows how this plurality of simultaneously present jamming signals in the current interference-crowded environment can be effectively suppressed through a multiband bandstop filter (BSF) that is placed just before the preacquisition microwave UWB bandpass filter (BPF). Note also that, owing to the power-and frequency-agility nature of these external interferers, reconfiguration of the stopbands of the multinotch filter is highly required.
In the last few years, several examples of tune-all microwave filtering devices with multipassband-type transfer function have been proposed. Among them, some exponents to be highlighted are those based on channelized-filter-bank/doublemultiplexer arrangements and multiband quasi-bandpass filtering sections with/without cross couplings [2] - [4] . Nevertheless, much less attention has been dedicated to their BSF counterparts. In relation to it, only a reduced number of discretely and continuously reconfigurable multiband BSFs have been reported. They have been developed in a variety of technologies that are based on lumped-element, hybridlumped-element-acoustic-wave, planar, and evanescent-modesubstrate-integrated-cavity resonators [5] - [9] . In the case of planar realizations, such as those presented in [5] and [8] , they have shown some operational constraints, for example, the lack of bandwidth reconfiguration as well as control of the number of active stopbands, their limited upper passband bandwidth, and the lack of independent center-frequency reconfiguration in the filter prototype in [5] . In addition, they have been experimentally verified only in dual-stopband circuits. Moreover, due to practical aspects involved in their circuit structures, such as the use of multilayer geometries in [6] and [7] and RF transformers in [8] , their real extrapolation to more-than-two-band implementations for a single stage can be more complicated than in the filtering architectures that are presented in this paper. On the other hand, tunable multiband BSFs could easily be developed by simply cascading several tunable single-band bandstop filtering units as for example the ones in [10] - [14] . Nevertheless, limitations of this conventional in-series-cascade multisection approach are the larger circuit size and higher insertion-loss levels for passband ranges, as the number of interconnected bandstop filtering stages is increased.
Although the UWB bandpass and multinotch filtering units in the broadband receiver scenario represented in Fig. 1 can be synthesized separately, some combined/codesigned approaches of high-frequency filtering components that cointegrate both RF functionalities have been recently suggested. However, most of them exhibit embedded spectrally static notches [15] , [16] . It should be noted that only a very few broadband BPFs with incorporated in-band tunable notches have been conceived [17] - [21] . In [17] , a coplanar-waveguide UWB BPF with two spectrally agile stopbands was described. Nevertheless, it shows poor power-rejection levels and reduced tunability for its notches. Similar drawbacks are found in the double-functionality filtering topology in [18] along with its limited upper stopband attenuation. In [19] and [20] , signalinterference wideband BPFs based on multipath transversal and channelized principles that create absorptive and reflective tunable in-band notches, respectively, were presented. However, especially in the BPF prototype implemented in [20] , the moderate power-rejection depths of the embedded controllable stopbands are noticeably deteriorated with frequency tuning. The same performance shortcoming is shared by the UWB BPF structure suggested in [21] that is made up of variablereactance-element-terminated cross-shaped resonators. This paper presents a simple but efficient alternative for the design of spectrally agile planar multiband BSFs. The devised RF filter concept, which is theoretically scalable to any number of stopbands of arbitrary order, enables an independent control of its rejected bands in terms of center frequency and bandwidth. Geometrical constraints encountered when introducing all the tunable resonators, and their coupling structures needed per stage could limit its practical scalability (e.g., up to about six reconfigurable stopbands per section for a monolayer implementation with fully planar resonators, although more stopbands could be realized in alternative technologies, such as multilayer and lumped-element ones). Furthermore, as an increased spectral-flexibility level not revealed by the previous multiband BSF solutions, their eliminated bands can be dynamically combined to obtain wider rejected bandsshowing the same order as the separate stopbands that are merged-and control the amount of them being active.
As novel contributions of this paper with regard to the preliminary results reported by the authors in [22] , the cointegration of this tunable multiband BSF with other RF passive devices is also approached. This particularly refers to the realization of an original class of frequency-controllable broadband BPF and a Wilkinson-type power divider with embedded spectrally agile in-band notches. The engineered frequency-adaptive wideband BPF architecture, which is presented in this paper for the first time for the reported levels of spectral adaptivity, reuses the volume of the BPF circuit to incorporate multiple tunable notches in its controllable transmission band. This results in size-miniaturization and insertion-loss advantages when compared with a conventional solution based on the series cascade of separate bandpass and multinotched-band filtering units. Furthermore, unlike in the previous wideband BPF structures with in-band notches as those in [17] - [21] , both the overall transmission band and the embedded rejected bands can be independently tuned in a unique RF device. Besides, as in the 3-D filter in [12] that only considers one embedded tunable stopband in its passband range, equivalent multiband bandpass filtering transfer functions with controllable center frequencies and bandwidths can be realized through this design technique. On the other hand, it should be noted that most of the prior-art dual-functionality filtering power dividers have restricted their operation to frequency-static transfer functions [23] - [27] . In relation to it, advances in the field of reconfigurable filtering power dividers have been limited to center frequency and bandwidth control of the passbands in single-and dual-band bandpassfiltering/power-distribution circuits as in [28] - [31] . Thus, to the best of our knowledge, the adaptive-multinotch/powersplitter component described in this paper can be considered among the first high-frequency devices that perform such RFanalog-processing double functionality. In addition, a more complete coupling-matrix-based formulation than in [22] and RF design guidelines are provided for the suggested filtering components.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section II, the circuit architecture and operational foundations of the proposed tune-all multiband BSF analyzed under a coupling-matrix formalism are presented. Furthermore, its co-integration with wideband BPFs and power-divider circuits to incorporate into them frequency-adaptive multi-notch filtering functionality is also expounded. As proof-of-concept demonstrators, three UHF-band reconfigurable microstrip prototypes are manufactured and characterized in Section III. They consist of a dual-band BSF, a broadband BPF that exhibits inserted notches in its controllable transmission range, and a 3-dB Wilkinson-type power divider with added second-order stopbands. Finally, some concluding remarks of this paper are summarized in Section IV.
II. THEORETICAL FOUNDATIONS
This section presents the theoretical principles of the proposed fully reconfigurable multiband BSF architecture and its extension to the realization of multiple RF analog-signalprocessing functionalities at the same device. First, its conceptual scheme and operational characteristics by using a coupling-matrix formalism are illustrated. Subsequently, its cointegration with bandpass filtering networks for the synthesis of broadband BPFs with embedded in-band stopbands is approached under the same coupling-matrix framework. Finally, its application to design dual-functionality powerdistribution components with embedded notches is addressed. Fig. 2(a) shows the coupling-matrix diagram of the engineered fully reconfigurable multiband BSF configuration for the realization of a filtering response that exhibits N Kthorder stopbands. It consists of the in-series cascade of K spectrally agile N-band bandstop filtering cells by means of K − 1 static impedance inverters that shape a direct allpass-type input-to-output signal-propagation path. Its building adaptive N-notch filtering cell is made up of N frequencytunable resonators that are separately coupled to the same nonresonating node (NRN) by means of variable impedance inverters. In this manner, an independent control in terms of center frequency-tunable resonators-and bandwidthadjustable impedance inverters between the resonators and the NRN-for the N produced stopbands in the transfer function of the overall circuit is obtained. This principle of operation is Table I ). shown in Fig. 2(b) . Furthermore, as a benefit to be highlighted with regard to conventional multiband BSF structures based on channelized/filter-bank arrangements [32] , fewer impedance In order to theoretically validate the described operational characteristics for the devised spectrally dynamic multiband BSF approach, a specific example based on three in-seriescascaded two-notch bandstop filtering cells, i.e., transfer function with two third-order stopbands, is considered here. Its coupling-matrix diagram, which is a particularization of the general one provided in Fig. 2(a) for the case K = 3 and N = 2, is shown in Fig. 3(a) . Taking into account the numbering of nodes indicated in Fig. 3(a) , a coupling matrix [M] that models this multiband BSF scheme is given in (1). For illustration purposes, a variety of dual-band bandstop filtering transfer functions synthesized by means of (1) are plotted in Fig. 3(b) -(e). The values of the couplingmatrix coefficients associated with these responses are listed in Table I . Fig. 3(b) shows an example response-power transmission and reflection parameters-for this filter, in which the equiripple-type profile in the passband region is appreciated. Fig. 3(c) shows the independent center-frequency control for the rejected bands, whereas Fig. 3 (d) demonstrates independently tunable stopbands with reconfigurable bandwidth. In Fig. 3(d) , the spectral merging of the individual stopbands into a broader one of the same order, i.e., the two stopbands are combined into a unique third-order wider stopband, that is centered at the normalized frequency = 0 is also proved. Note that this feature allows to control the amount of stopbands that are produced in the overall transfer function independently of the number of employed resonators in its constituent multinotch filtering cell. Furthermore, it should be remarked upon that the merging of the two stopbands in this filter approach-as well as in those presented in Sections II-B and II-C-does not result into a higher order for the combined wider rejected band. This is due to the fact that the two resonators in each dual-band bandstop filtering section appear effectively connected in an in-parallel-type arrangement without an equivalent impedance inverter between them. Thus, the combination of their resonances does not lead to an increase of the order of the shaped broader stopband, unlike for resonators corresponding to different dual-band bandstop filtering sections. Finally, Fig. 3 (e) verifies how the input-power-matching profile in the passband region and the passband-to-stopband cutoff slopes can be adjusted through the impedance inverters between the NRNs that shape the direct input-to-output electrical path. All these reconfiguration capabilities can be implemented in practice by introducing variable capacitors into the filter resonators as well as their corresponding couplings with the NRNs, as it will be demonstrated through the three experimental proof-of-concept prototypes that are developed and tested in Section III
A. Tune-All Multiband Bandstop Filter
It should be further remarked that the multiband BSF coupling-node diagram in Fig. 2 (a) and its synthesized transfer function can be obtained from an associated equivalent lowpass-type prototype by applying the following low-pass-tomultibandstop frequency transformation MBS ( f ):
where is the normalized low-pass frequency, f is the bandpass frequency, f i is the center frequency of the i th stopband, and i is a parameter that is related with the relative-tof i bandwidth of the i th stopband (i = 1, 2, . . . , N). The -to-f frequency mapping associated with this frequency transformation MBS ( f ) is shown in Fig. 4 for a fourth-order two-band BSF example, i.e., K = 4 and N = 2, with the following values for the design variables in (2): f 1 = 1 GHz, f 2 = 1.5 GHz, 1 = 0.1, and 2 = 2/15.
B. Bandpass Filter With Tunable In-Band Stopbands
The tune-all multiband BSF concept expounded in Section II-A can be applied to the design of broadband BPFs with embedded spectrally agile in-band notches. This can be done by directly replacing the NRN of its constituent multiband bandstop filtering cell by a resonating node. Thus, the coupling-matrix diagram shown in Fig. 2(a) is transformed into the one shown in Fig. 5(a) , in which a bandpass-filteringtype input-to-output signal-propagation path instead of an allpass-type one is realized. The different notches associated with the multiband bandstop filtering cells are then created within the passband range of the transfer function inherent to this bandpass-type input-to-output electrical path. These embedded notches can be reconfigured in terms of center frequency and bandwidth within the transmission band of the overall BPF in a similar manner, as described in Section II-A. Moreover, when compared with a conventional series cascade of a BPF and a multinotch filtering unit to realize the same transfer function, an advantage in terms of fewer f 0 : resonant frequency of the resonators in the input-to-output bandpasstype electrical path that is equal to the center frequency of the overall BPF. f 1 , f 2 , . . . , f N : resonant frequencies of the resonators that are equal to the center frequencies of the N generated in-band stopbands. (b) Operating principle: the center frequencies of the spectrally agile stopbands are tuned within the overall BPF passband by means of the variable natural frequencies of the resonators outside the input-to-output bandpass-type electrical path; their bandwidths are reconfigured with the controllable impedance inverters between these external resonators and those shaping the referred bandpasstype signal-propagation path, respectively. impedance inverters is obtained with the current solution. Note that if the K th-order bandpass filtering response with N in-band K th-order stopbands is considered, the number of impedance inverters required by each alternative is as follows: N K + K + 1-current approach, N K + 2K -separate BPF and multiband BSF as the one in Fig. 2 , and N(2K + 1) + K + 1-separate BPF and multiband BSF based on a classic channelized/filter-bank scheme (the cascading line between separate filtering units is not accounted in the cascade solutions as the adequate number of inverters to model it depends on the order of the filtering stages). Thus, fewer impedance inverters are necessary in the devised BPF/in-band-multi-BSF concept.
A specific example of the general coupling-matrix diagram detailed in Fig. 5(a) for the case K = N = 2, i.e., two-pole BPF with two in-band second-order notches, is provided in Fig. 6 (a) along with node-numbering designation. A coupling matrix [M] corresponding to this BPF scheme with embedded in-band stopbands is formulated in (3) . Several filtering responses synthesized through this circuit network are shown in Fig. 6(b) -(e) to theoretically illustrate its design flexibility. The values of the coupling-matrix coefficients corresponding to these filtering responses are enumerated in Table II . First, Fig. 6(b) shows an example bandpass response that exhibits two in-band notches with theoretically infinite attenuation. Independent center-frequency and bandwidth control for the two in-band rejected bands, in addition to its spectral merging, are, respectively, proved in Fig. 6(c) and (d) . Note that whereas the center-frequency tuning of the stopbands does not have influence on the overall BPF passband, their bandwidth control affects the characteristics of the whole transmission band. As in Fig. 6(d) , this can be counteracted by readjusting the coupling-coefficient values associated with the input-to-output bandpass-type path-symmetrical bandwidth tuning-and the natural frequencies of its resonating nodes-asymmetrical bandwidth tuning. Finally, Fig. 6(e) shows an example triple-passband filtering response with second-order equiripple-type transmission bands of comparable bandwidths. Like in other multiband BPF arrangements as the one in [33] that can also be modeled with this coupling-matrix formalism, the feasible maximum spectral separation between the lower and upper passbands is limited here by the bandwidth of the BPF associated with the input-to-output bandpass-type electrical path
Note finally that the coupling-node diagram in Fig. 5 (a) for the devised BPF concept with in-band notches and its corresponding transfer function can be derived from an associated equivalent low-pass-type prototype after applying the low-pass-to-bandpass/multibandstop frequency transformation that is detailed in the following: Table II) . where is the normalized low-pass frequency, f is the bandpass frequency, f 0 and 0 are the parameters related with the center frequency and relative-to-f 0 bandwidth of the overall transmission band, and f i and i refer to the center frequency and to a variable associated with the relative-tof i bandwidth of the i th in-band stopband, respectively (i =  1, 2, . . . , N) . The -to-f frequency mapping corresponding to this frequency transformation BMB ( f ) is shown in Fig. 7 for a fourth-order BPF example with two embedded fourthorder rejected bands, i.e., K = 4 and N = 2, with the following values for the design parameters in (4): f 0 = 1 GHz, f 1 = 0.9 GHz, f 2 = 1.2 GHz, 0 = 0.6, 1 = 1/9, and 2 = 1/6.
C. Wilkinson Power Divider With Embedded Tunable Notches
By adopting an analogous RF design philosophy to the one presented in Section II-B, the suggested fully adaptive multiband bandstop filtering cell can be cointegrated with other microwave passive devices to add tunable multinotch filtering capabilities. Such a design is discussed in this section for the application of a Wilkinson-type single-stage/two-way power divider. Nevertheless, it is also valid for multistage designs aimed at wider band power-divider realizations. Moreover, it can be extrapolated to other families of high-frequency components, such as directional couplers and matching networks.
The proposed concept of the dual-functionality Wilkinsontype power divider with incorporated tunable multinotch filtering operation is shown in Fig. 8 . Specifically, Fig. 8(a) shows the circuit scheme of the traditional two-way 3-dB Wilkinsontype power divider (i.e., Z c = Z 0 √ 2 and R = 2Z 0 , where Z 0 is the reference impedance and f d is the design frequency of the power divider). Its equivalent coupling-matrix diagram is provided in Fig. 8(b) , in which the transmission-line segments of the power-divider branches can be viewed as impedance inverters at f d and the interconnection points as NRNs. These NRNs are replaced in Fig. 8(c) by spectrally agile multiband bandstop filtering cells after following a similar RF design strategy as the one in the previous section. Thus, as shown in Fig. 8(d) , tune-all second-order stopbands are added to the power-divider transfer functions between its input and the output terminals. Note that, in this approach, the transmission-line segments of the power-divider arms are reused by the powersplitting and multinotch filtering functionalities. Furthermore, the multiband bandstop filtering cell at the input node is shared by the filtering functions of both branches. Thus, less circuit size and reduced insertion loss when compared with a classic solution of a power divider with external in-series-cascaded tune-all second-order multiband BSF units at its outputs is obtained in the devised filtering power splitter. Note that, even without considering the cascading lines between separate units in the conventional approach and for the same type of Nband BSF (Fig. 2) , N − 2 less inverters are needed in the current solution for N-stopband designs. Such benefit is even higher in multistage architectures for broader band powerdivider configurations.
A particular topology of the engineered multi-BSF/powerdivider device for dual-notch filtering cells, i.e., N = 2, is shown in Fig. 9(a) . As shown, half-wavelength open-ended transmission-line resonators at the frequencies f 1 and f 2 and of characteristic impedance Z r are used in its dualnotch filtering cells. The impedance inverters between these resonators and its adjacent NRN are realized as quarterwavelength transmission-line segments at the frequencies f 1 and f 2 with characteristic impedances Z inv1 and Z inv2 , respectively. Note that the values of the characteristic impedances of the line segments of the power-divider arms are not affected by the reactive effect associated with the tunable resonators and their coupling structures that are included to generate the embedded notches. As a result, a two-step procedure can be followed for the design of this multifunctional microwave component as follows: 1) synthesis of the power divider through classic techniques to obtain the required powerdivision factor and operational bandwidth around its design frequency (i.e., multistage arrangements, as in [34] , can be considered for broad bandwidth designs) and 2) subsequent incorporation of the tunable resonators and their coupling networks into the power-divider branches to add the tunable embedded notches to their associated transfer functions. The S-parameters-in amplitude-of an example response synthesized through this specific design are shown in Fig. 9(b) , in which power-matching and isolation levels higher than 10 dB throughout the full plotted passband range and two stopbands that exhibit ideally infinite attenuation are attained. The reconfiguration capabilities of this filtering power-divider example are demonstrated in Fig. 9 (c) and (d) through several synthesized transfer functions, whose design parameters are summarized in Table III . Independent center-frequency tuning of the rejected bands by varying the natural frequencies of the resonators is proved in Fig. 9(c) . Furthermore, separate bandwidth control for these stopbands is demonstrated in Fig. 9(d) by adjusting the line impedances of their inverters, along with its spectral merging into a single and broader rejected band. In all cases, comparable power matching and isolation performances as in the response in Fig. 9(b) are achieved.
III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
To practically validate the three multifunctional device concepts that were presented in Section II, various UHF-band mechanically reconfigurable microstrip prototypes referred to an impedance level Z 0 = 50 have been developed. Their design and modeling were carried out by making use of the commercial package Keysight Advanced Design System software, whereas their measurements have been performed with an Agilent-E8361A network analyzer. The results obtained in the simulation and characterization processes of these circuits are shown in the following.
A. Prototype 1
The first design example corresponds to a tune-all threeband BSF prototype with second-order eliminated bands. This filtering device was synthesized, so that its three rejected bands can be independently controlled in terms of center frequency and bandwidth throughout the spectral range 0.8-1.2 GHz. The layout and a photograph of the manufactured prototype are shown in Fig. 10 . If needed, further miniaturization could be achieved by meandering the transmission-line segment that connects the two triple-band bandstop filtering sections or by potential applying recently proposed short-through-line techniques to this circuit, as reported in [35] and [36] , for frequency-static single-band BSFs. In both cases, the maximum feasible size-reduction level could be limited by the appearance of undesired cross-coupling effects between the physically adjacent tunable resonators embedded in different triple-band bandstop filtering stages. For the fabrication of the prototype in Fig. 10 , a Rogers RT/Duroid 6006 microstrip substrate with the following parameters was employed: relative dielectric permittivity ε r = 6.45, dielectric thickness H = 1.27 mm, metal thickness t = 35 μm, and dielectric loss tangent tan δ D = 0.0027. As can be seen in Fig. 10 , its tunable resonators were implemented by means of uniformimpedance transmission-line segments that are loaded with short-circuit-ended adjustable capacitors. The frequency-static impedance inverters that cascade in series the two threeband bandstop filtering cells were realized through variable capacitors that allow to incorporate bandwidth agility into the rejected bands. For the controllable capacitors of the tunable resonators and their reconfigurable couplings with the NRNs, mechanically adjustable thin-trim trimmer capacitors from Johanson Manufacturing that exhibit capacitance variation ranges of 1-5 pF and 0.5-2.5 pF were, respectively, utilized (part number: 9402-0/1SL-1) 1 -C r1 , C r2 , and C r3 tune the center frequencies of the first, second, and third stopbands, respectively, whereas C c1 , C c2 , and C c3 , as designated in Fig. 10 , control their bandwidths. These mechanically adjustable capacitors exhibit a quality factor Q > 1000 at 100 MHz. Note also that other technologies could equally be applied for the experimental demonstration of the filtering concepts presented in this paper, for example, tunable piezoelectrically actuated capacitively loaded evanescent-mode cavity resonators as in [37] for electronically reconfigurable lower loss and higher selectivity filter implementations in 3-D volumes or MEMS-actuated resonators using high-Q capacitor arrays as tuning elements [38] .
A comparison between the simulated and measured power transmission and reflection responses of the developed circuit for one specific tuned state is provided in Fig. 11 . Note that the provided data for the estimated Q that is assumed to be equal for all the capacitors in the linear-circuit simulator was extracted by modifying its value until the highest matching between measurements and simulations-as shown in Fig. 11 -was attained. As observed, a fairly close agreement is obtained between the simulated and experimental results. In this state, the measured power-rejection depths for the notched bands that are located at 0.89, 1, and 1.1 GHz are 41, 32, and 45 dB, respectively. The measured minimum interband power insertion-loss and input-matching levels are equal to 0.68 and 12.4 dB-between the first and second stopbands-and 0.55 and 17.5 dB-between the second and third stopbands. The reconfiguration capabilities of this filter prototype are shown in Fig. 12 . In particular, Fig. 12(a) demonstrates how the eliminated bands can be independently controlled in center frequency by considering the example case of tuning the center frequency of the upper rejected band while the locations of the rest remain unchanged. In a similar manner, Fig. 12(b) shows the bandwidth control for the stopbands particularized in the lower notched band (stopband-width tuning ratio of 3.5:1 for these measured responses). It should be remarked upon that the center frequencies and bandwidths of two or the three stopbands can also be varied at the same time by simultaneously tuning the variable capacitors that control them. Center-frequency tuning of the lower rejected band when the remaining ones are spectrally joined into a frequencystatic and wider single stopband is validated in Fig. 12(c) note that the three stopbands become combined into the same eliminated band in the dotted blue trace in Fig. 12(c) . Furthermore, as an additional spectral-adaptivity feature of this Simulated and measured S-parameters-in amplitude-of the manufactured broadband BPF prototype with embedded notches for one example state (simulation values for the capacitors as designated in Fig. 16 : C f = 3 pF, C r1 = 5 pF, C r2 = 2.5 pF, C c = 0.6 pF, and estimated quality factor Q = 150 at 1 GHz for all the capacitors). RF filtering prototype, Fig. 12(d) proves center-frequency and bandwidth reconfiguration of a unique second-order stopband that is shaped through the merging of the three BSF notched bands into a broader one. To the best of our knowledge, these spectral-reconfiguration properties make this tunable multiband BSF prototype as one of the most flexible devices of this type reported up to now.
B. Prototype 2
Following the RF filter concept shown in Fig. 5(a) , a broadband BPF with two embedded third-order stopbands has been developed and measured as second practical example. This prototype was designed, so that both the overall passband of the wideband BPF and the inserted in-band notches can be spectrally tuned within the 0.8-1.2-GHz frequency band by means of frequency-reconfigurable resonators.
The layout and a photograph of the constructed circuit are given in Fig. 13 . In this case, an RO4003 microstrip substrate with the following parameters was used for manufacturing: relative dielectric permittivity ε r = 3.38, dielectric thickness H = 1.52 mm, metal thickness t = 17.8 μm, and dielectric loss tangent tan δ D = 0.0027. The reconfigurable resonators of both the wideband BPF and the incorporated dual-notch filtering sections were implemented as uniform-impedance transmission-line segments that are loaded with ground-ended mechanically adjustable capacitors of 1-5-pF variation range (the same model as in the previous example)-C f controls the center frequency of the overall transmission band, whereas C r1 and C r2 tune the center frequencies of the embedded lower and upper notched bands, respectively. The couplings between the resonating nodes of the dual-notch filtering sections and their adjacent NRNs were realized through 0.5-pF (±0.25-pF tolerance) static capacitors (C c ) from Samsung Microelectronicsmanufacturer part number: CL31C0R5CBCNNNC (i.e., no bandwidth control is introduced in this particular circuit). The impedance inverters that connect in series the tunable resonators of the BPF were designed as quarter-wavelength transmission-line sections.
The simulated and measured power transmission and reflection responses of the built prototype for one specific tuned state are shown in Fig. 14 . Again, the agreement obtained between simulated and experimental results is reasonably close. The measured minimum power insertion-loss and input-matching levels in the whole passband are 0.85 and 13.9 dB, respectively. It shows a center frequency equal to 0.97 GHz and a relative bandwidth of 30.2%. The measured power-rejection depths of the in-band notches located at 0.93 and 1.05 GHz Simulated and measured S-parameters-in amplitude-of the manufactured dual-notch/power-divider prototype for one example state (simulation values for the capacitors as designated in Fig. 16 : C r1 = 4.2 pF, C r2 = 0.6 pF, C c = 0.65 pF, and estimated quality factor Q = 150 at 1 GHz for all the capacitors).
are 38.5 and 41.5 dB, respectively. The frequency-tunability characteristics of the fabricated circuit are shown in Fig. 15 . First, center-frequency control of the overall transmission band with two embedded notches is proved in Fig. 15(a) and (b) the in-band notches remain static in Fig. 15(a) , whereas they are also tuned in Fig. 15(b) . The capability to tune the center frequency of the lower and upper in-band notches for one static passband is demonstrated in Fig. 15(c) and (d) , respectively. Finally, the center-frequency reconfiguration of a composite third-order wider stopband shaped from the merging of the lower and upper third-order eliminated bands is exemplified in Fig. 15(e) . Summarizing the aforementioned RF-measured performance metrics, the developed wideband BPF prototype with embedded notches allows a simultaneous frequency reconfiguration of its overall transmission band and in-band notches, as well as the intrinsic control, i.e., without RF switches, of the number of active rejected bands through its merging. Such spectral-adaptivity capabilities are reported in this paper for the first time for this type of dual-function RF filtering components. Furthermore, the rejection depths of the embedded notches and their tuning range are much larger than those demonstrated by related prior-art devices as the ones in [17] , [18] , [20] , and [21] .
C. Prototype 3
As the third experimental demonstrator, a 3-dB Wilkinsontype single-stage/two-way power divider with two embedded frequency-tunable second-order stopbands has been manufactured and characterized. As in the previous circuit examples, the rejected bands can be independently controlled and spectrally merged within the 0.8-1.1-GHz frequency interval.
The layout and a photograph of the constructed prototype are shown in Fig. 16 . For circuit manufacturing, the same substrate and capacitors as in the filter implementation in Section III-B were used. Furthermore, similar circuit solutions were adopted for the realization of the tunable resonators and their couplings with their contiguous NRNs-C r1 and C r2 control the center frequencies of the inserted lower and upper rejected bands, respectively. Its simulated and measured S-parameters-in amplitude-for one particular reconfigured state are compared in Fig. 17 . As can be seen, measured maximum power-rejection levels of 25.5 and 29.5 dB for the notched bands centered at 0.85 and 1.1 GHz are, respectively, obtained. The measured minimum interstopband powerinsertion-loss level is 3.35 dB (i.e., 0.35 dB of excess loss with regard to the 3-dB power-division factor that includes the SMA connector loss), whereas the power-isolation levels between the output terminals and the power-matching levels at all the ports are higher than 10 dB for the plotted frequency interval. The spectral-adaptivity capabilities of the developed filtering power divider are proved in Fig. 18 . Independent centerfrequency reconfiguration of the lower and upper suppressed bands is, respectively, verified in Fig. 18(a) and (b) . Moreover, center-frequency tuning of a single and wider second-order rejected band that is obtained from the merging of the two adaptive second-order stopbands is validated in Fig. 18(c) .
In all these responses, comparable power-matching and powerisolation performances as in the state shown in Fig. 17 are achieved, as well as nearly identical transfer functions for both power-divider branches.
IV. CONCLUSION
A new type of tune-all planar multiband BSFs that feature larger number of reconfigurable transfer-function properties than related prior-art devices have been presented. The proposed RF filtering approach is based on the in-series cascade of spectrally adaptive multiband bandstop filtering cells that comprise variable resonators and adjustable impedance inverters. In this manner, an independent control of the generated stopbands in terms of center frequency and bandwidth is obtained in the overall filter architecture. Moreover, these rejected bands can be spectrally combined into wider stopbands of the same order to dynamically select the amount of active eliminated bands regardless of the number of the resonators that are used in its building multiband bandstop filtering stage. The operational principles of the engineered multiband BSF, which is practically scalable to any number of arbitrary-order stopbands, have been theoretically expounded by means of a coupling-matrix formalism. In addition, its cointegration with other RF analog-processing functionalities, such as the realization of frequency-reconfigurable wideband BPFs and Wilkinson-type power dividers with embedded multiband adaptive notches, has been investigated for the first time. Note that all these multifunctional filtering components exhibit less insertion loss and circuit size, i.e., fewer impedance inverters, when compared with their classic counterparts based on series cascades of separate monofunction RF blocks. As experimental proof-of-concept demonstrators of the devised RF filtering devices, three UHF-band mechanically reconfigurable prototypes have been manufactured in microstrip technology and measured.
